
Puzzles & GamesPuzzles & Games  

PUZZLES Y JUEGOS PUZZLES Y JUEGOS 

MIDEER es la combinación perfecta entre arte y juego. Una inspiración 
de color y un espacio de diseño aplicado a los productos, para el 
desarrollo creativo e  imaginativo de los niños.    

MIDEER is the prerfect combination between art and play. A color inspiration MIDEER is the prerfect combination between art and play. A color inspiration 
and a design space applied to products, for the creative and imaginative and a design space applied to products, for the creative and imaginative 
development of children. development of children. 



MD0109

Secret Forest Secret Forest 
KaleidoscopeKaleidoscope

MD0107

Princess Garden Princess Garden 
KaleidoscopeKaleidoscope

MD0079

Circus Circus 
KaleidoscopeKaleidoscope
Ci rcus  ka le idoscope 
design.
Packaging: Ø 4,5 x 19 cm.

+3

+3 +3



MD1024

Kids Story Book Torch Kids Story Book Torch 
This game consists of 1 projector and 
4 discs with 8 story images each, in 
total 4 different stories. Place the 
disc in the projector, turn on the 
light, focus the image by turning 
the green focus ring and let´s tell 
stories! Contains 3 LR44 batteries.                                          
Size projector: 11,8 x Ø3,5 cm. 
Packaging: 22,8 x 5,7 x 5,7cm.

CT7026

Kids Storybook Torch Kids Storybook Torch 
Case with projector flashlight with 12 popular 
stories and night light with stars to accompany the 
children. Includes 3 Lr44 batteries. 
Cinderella, Pinocchio, Thumbelina, The Ugly 
Duckling, The Red Riding Hood, Three Little Pigs, The 
Cat and Fox, The Gingerbread Man, The Happy 
Prince, The Enormous Turnip,The Boy who cried Wolf, 
I want to go to space. 

Download the stories at www.andreutoys.com. 

+3

+3



MD4094

Scratch Art Card BoyScratch Art Card Boy
Use the bamboo pencil to gently 
scratch the cardboard. The colors 
will appear in front of you. Develop 
children’s vision and creativity, 
increase the ability of the art 
appreciation. The bright colors are 
hidden under the matte coating. 
Includes 1 bamboo pencil and 8 
illustrated drawings. 
Packaging: 21,7 x 21,7 x 1,5 cm.

+3

MD4034

Little Red Riding HoodLittle Red Riding Hood
Contains 12 pcs of shadow puppets 
Red Riding Hood theme. Selected 
from classic stories. Interesting models, 
rich in content. It encourages parent-
child interaction, helpful to develop 
children’s communication skil ls. 
Smooth and safe for little ones.

MD4036

DinousaurDinousaur
Contains 12 pcs of shadow puppets 
Dinosaur-theme. Selected from 
classic stories. Interesting models, rich 
in content. It encourages parent-
child interaction, helpful to develop 
children’s communication skil ls. 
Smooth and safe for little ones.

MD4037

SpaceSpace
Contains 12 pcs of shadow puppets 
Dinosaur-theme. Selected from 
classic stories. Interesting models, rich 
in content. It encourages parent-
child interaction, helpful to develop 
children’s communication skil ls. 
Smooth and safe for little ones.

+3 +3 +3

Shadow PuppetsShadow Puppets

MD4148

Little Red Riding Hood Little Red Riding Hood 
This set comes with two fun ways to play. Scratch 
art cards and a story projection, which includes 
a classic fairy tale: The Little Red Riding Hood. 
It is great for kids to develop the fine motor skills 
and form a good painting habit. Looking at the 
projected images and telling the story, children will 
dive into the fantastic story world and give full play 
to their imagination.

+3



MD4083  Animal World Animal World 

MD4084  Fairy Girl Fairy Girl 

Scratch Art Card   Scratch Art Card   
Use the bamboo stylus to gently scratch on 
the paper, the colorful pattern will appear 
in front of you.Develop children’s vision 
and creativity,raise art appreciation ability. 
Bright colors hide beneath the matte 
coating, non-toxic and safe in use. Includes 
1 bamboo stylus, 1 cardboard base, 6 
illustrations  pages and 9 free drawing 
pages.
Packaging: 21,7 x 21,7 x 1,5 cm.

+3

MD4051

Scratch Scratch 
Art Card Art Card 
Use the bamboo pencil to 
scratch and discover the 
colors. Includes 8 giant cards 
decorated with beautiful 
drawings. Develop creativity, 
concentration and the ability 
to appreciate art.
Packaging: 21,5 x 21,5 x 1,5 
cm.

+3



MD4140

Luminous Scratch Luminous Scratch 
Art Cards Art Cards 
Use the bamboo pencil to 
gently scratch the pictures on 
the cardboard. The fluorescent 
color will appear in front of you! 
Develop children’s vision and 
creativity, increase the ability 
of art appreciation. Use the 
packaging as a stand to display 
the pictures. Includes 1 bamboo 
pencil and 12 scratch art zodiac 
drawings. 
Packaging: 21,7 x 21,7 x 1,5 cm.

+3

MD4039

Little Little 
Decorator Decorator 
GiftsGifts
Create, design and 
decorate your gifts with 
this Little Decorator Kit. 
More than 70 pieces to 
pack and decorate.  
Packaging: 29,3 x 24 x 
4 cm.

+3

MD4053 

Animal Mosaic Animal Mosaic 
8 mosaics with animal illustrations, to decorate 
with adhesive foam rubber pieces. Includes 
an illustrative guide to make the mosaics.
Packaging: 25,4 x 25,4 x 4 cm.

+3
Instructions



MD4118

Paper Mask with 3D Animals   Paper Mask with 3D Animals   
Create fabulous animal paper masks. It contains 
eight animal styles, each one is originally made by 
designers. It is elaborate with lovely matching colors, 
which can improve children’s aesthetic ability. By 
pasting ears, brows, eyes and other components, 
children can complete the whole mask. With half 
cutted lines, it is safe in use. Just wear a mask and 
come to the party in the forest! 
Packaging: 31,3 x 22 x 1,5 cm. 

MD4081

Make & Move Fantasy Origami    Make & Move Fantasy Origami    
These paper-craft moving toys are fun to put 
together and play with. All 8 of the models are 
ready to make.You don’t need to use any knives 
or scissors. Simply press out the pieces. And 
you won’t need any glue or tape to assemble 
them, Follow the illustrated instructions to create 
a fantasic movable characters. Includes a 
fantastic step by step book guide. 
Packaging: 31 x 22 x 1 cm.

MD4082

Origami Paper Animals   Origami Paper Animals   
This product comes with 10 easy-to-fold 
animals,like elephant, lion, sheep and many 
others. Each sheet is pre-printed with lines and 
animal faces, Just follow the folds that are 
printed on each sheet! Origami Paper Animals 
is aimed to cultivate your children’s mental 
and physical intelligence -developing their 
attention skills and logical reasoning with basic 
geometric shapes in origami, and improving 
hand-eye coordination and overall mental 
concentration. 
Packaging: 31 x 22 x 1 cm.

+5 +5
+5

Instructions Instructions



MD4097

Origami Paper PlanesOrigami Paper Planes
24 paper planes with fun 
passengers. 8 aircraft models (3 
of each model) + 12 decorative 
papers + 24 pilot stickers. You can 
use the back of the box as an 
airport for landing and take off. 
Includes an illustrated guide with 
instructions.
Packaging: 31 x 22 x 1,2 cm. 

MD4187

Circu’s Magic NightCircu’s Magic Night
It is an origami game suitable for 
children over four years old. With 
the circus elements and unique 
design, children can make 3D 
vivid animals, thus improving their 
imagination and hands-on ability. 
This origami requieres no scissors. 
When finished it will turn into a 
decoration and can give children 
a sense of achievement.

+5

+4

MD4126

Creative Paper Planes    Creative Paper Planes    
This is a fun game with unique design, it 
can change people’s impression on paper 
planes and arouse children’s creativity 
and imagination. A total of 100 planes 
are various in forms and beautifully-
designed. Children can fold all kinds of 
different planes according to the 27 pages 
instruction book or they can fold planes 
through imagination and decorate the 
folded planes with stickers. In this way, it 
can help arouse children’s creativity and 
practice their hands-on ability. Besides, 
children can compete with parents by 
comparing whose plane files higher or 
farther.Packaging: 24,5 x 18,5 x 3 cm. 

+5



MD4041

Temporary Tatoos PiratesTemporary Tatoos Pirates
234 Nail and skin temporary tatoos. 
Cut out the design of your choice and 
remove the transparent film. Press tatoo 
design facing down to your skin. Wet 
with water the backing paper. Wait 
25 seconds and peel off the backing 
paper.Packaging: 27,4 x 11,2 x 5 cm.  
Pieces: 234. 

MD4042

Temporary Tatoos Temporary Tatoos 
PrincessPrincess
253 Nail and skin temporary tatoos. 
Cut out the design of your choice and 
remove the transparent film. Press tatoo 
design facing down to your skin. Wet 
with water the backing paper. Wait 
25 seconds and peel off the backing 
paper.Packaging: 27,4 x 11,2 x 5 cm. 
Pieces: 253. 

+3

+3

MD4103

Road Tape     Road Tape     
Stick the road tape on the floor or 
in a table, as you wish. Put traffic 
signs in different places. You will 
easily make a traffic map.Take out 
your cars and play. Let’s direct the 
traffic. You need to design lots of 
different tracks, traffic scenes and 
road layouts. This will boost your 
imagination and develop creative 
thinking. Contains 2 road tapes 10 
traffic stickers. Packaging: 18 x 4,7 
x 20,1 cm.

MD6176

Urban Trail - Transit Urban Trail - Transit 
Board    Board    
32 Transit cardboard tracks for 
creating roads and circuits. 6 traffic 
signs included. It includes a guide 
with 9 differents road tracks to 
build.

+3

+3

MD4137

Nail Stickers - Wonder PrincessNail Stickers - Wonder Princess
The product contains 12 sheets of themed nail 
stickers and 1 sheet of tatoo stickers, with a total of 
1000 tiny stickers. Parents can rest assured that these 
stickers are safe for the children and do no harm to 
their skin. Easy to stick and peel off.

+3



Reusable StickersReusable Stickers

Great for developing fine motor 
sk i l l s ,  hand-eye coordinat ion, 
narrative thinking, communication 
ski l ls  and creative expression.                              
Packaging: 34 x 24 x 0,5 cm.

MD1015 Natural AnimalNatural Animal
Over 200 reusable stickers of animals and 4 colorful 
backgrounds scenes to play. Farm, Forest, Jurassic and Jungle 
scenes.

MD1014 Fun LifeFun Life 
Over 170 reusable stickers of characters, animals and objects 
and 4 colorful backgrounds scenes to play. Circus, Park, Beach 
coast and Snow scenes. 

+3



MD1017 HumanitiesHumanities
Over 180 reusable stickers of characters and objects and 4 colorful 
backgrounds scenes to play. Museum, Medieval, Ancient and Pirate 
scenes.

MD1016  TransportationTransportation
Over 110 reusable stickers of characters and transport vehicles and 
4 colorful backgrounds scenes to play. Airport, Train station, Port and 
Highway scenes.



MD2077

Dinosaur Floor Sticker Dinosaur Floor Sticker 
Classic hopscotch game, with dinosaur drawings. 
By jumping, children exercise their sense of 
balance and global motor skills. Includes 10 giant 
stickers and 54 decorative stickers, all removable, 
for interior and exterior. Indoor and outdoor 
game. Packaging: 25,5 x 25,5 x 0,3 cm.

MD2078

Frog Floor Sticker Frog Floor Sticker 
Classic hopscotch game, with frog drawings. By 
jumping, children exercise their sense of balance 
and global motor skills. Includes 10 giant stickers 
and 53 decorative stickers, all removable. Indoor 
and outdoor game.
Packaging: 25,5 x 25,5 x 0,3 cm.

Jump Rope Jump Rope 
Jump rope game, to develop 
the sense of balance and 
stimulate the body function. 
2.5 m rope length and beech 
wood handles.
Packaging: 8 x 2,7 x 18 cm.

+3 +3

+5+5
MD1118   Blue Blue MD1119   Red Red 

Instructions Instructions



Fun Dart GameFun Dart Game
Three games in one. Like 
the classic dart game 
but with velcro balls. On 
the reverse, the game 
of hitting the highest 
score. Or you can play 
to catch the balls using 
the felt gloves.
Packaging: 49,5 x 45,5 x 
4,5 cm.

+4 +4
MD6065   Bear Bear MD6064   Dinosaur  Dinosaur  

MD1018

Hello World MagneticHello World Magnetic
Magnetic map of the world. 148 magnetic 
illustrations to play and learn about 
continents, typical animals, characteristic 
objects or the world’s great monuments, 
on the giant magnetic board. Includes 
small informative guide. Made of high 
quality cardboard. Size puzzle: 67 x 42,2 cm.  
Packaging: 36 x 24 x 5 cm. Pieces: 148. 

+3



Magnets Magnets 
Magnetic cardboard kit.
Size: 30 x 21,5 x 4 cm.

MD1041

ActivitiesActivities
Includes 92 
magnetic pieces 
and 20 guide cards 
designs. 

MD1040

TrafficTraffic
 Includes 59 
magnetic pieces 
and 8 guide card 
designs.

MD1038

Funny FaceFunny Face
 Includes 56 
magnetic pieces 
and 8 guide cards.

MD1039

DressingDressing
Includes 50 magnetic pieces 
and 10 guide cards designs.

+3



MD4056

Blackboard Sticker DinosaurBlackboard Sticker Dinosaur

Blackboard Sticker Blackboard Sticker 
Fun flexible magnetic blackboard, to paste on the wall, 
the window, the door or any other surface. Does not 
include chalks. Clean / erase with a wet cloth.
Packaging: 50 x 64 x 0,3 cm.

MD4058

Blackboard Sticker ElephantBlackboard Sticker Elephant

+3

MD2064

Letter Magnets      Letter Magnets      
26 cardboard animal magnetic letters. 8 cm. Size aprox. 
piece: 7 x 8,5 x 0,2 cm. Packaging: 20,5 x 9,5 x 4,5 cm.

+3

MD2102

Number Magnets Number Magnets 
Magnetic numbers of cardboard, fruits and 
vegetables. Two units of each from 0 to 9 plus 
symbols for addition, subtraction, multiplication 
and division, to learn the basic mathematical 
operations. Size aprox. piece: 6 x 9,5 x 0,2 cm. 
Packaging: 18,5 x 9,3 x 4,5 cm.

+3

MD2108

English Spelling English Spelling 
Game  Game  
Match the letters to the 
flashcards. For kids to get 
familiar and learn the 
spelling in english. 26 x 2 
wooden letters plus 80 
english words. 
Packaging: 22 x 17 x  5 cm.

+3



MD2042

Cognitive Cards - Based On The Cognitive Cards - Based On The 
CognitionCognition
16 cognitive cards in English. Develop perception, memory 
and language, learning to relate the illustrations to their name.
Packaging: 20 x 13,5 x 3,7 cm. Pieces: 16.

+3

MD2065

My First Cognitive Card My First Cognitive Card 
Fun family interaction game. Learn 
the alphabet in English with these 26 
interactive face cards.
Size: 25 x 19 x  0,1 cm.

+1

MD1120

Balance Game  Balance Game  
Fun balance game. On top of the 
natural wood base, place the pieces, 
one on top of the other, according 
to the color that appears in each 
roll of the dice! The winner is the one 
who manages to place all the pieces 
without the structure falling! Pieces: 8.

+3

MD1048

Let’s GuessLet’s Guess
Each player puts a color headband on the head. Then, 
one by one must close the eyes and select a card from 
the pile, and give it to another player, who will help to fix 
the card in the headband. Now, players can start with the 
“let´s guess” game!. The mission of the game is to guess the 
character or the object of the card, asking questions to the 
other players. The other players will only be able to answer 
your questions with the words YES or NOT. It requieres an 
intelligent mind to ask for the right questions in order to 
guess the character of the card. Players from 2 - 8. Includes 
8 headbands and 60 cards. 
Packaging: 21,5 x 21,5 x 5 cm. Pieces: 68.

+6



MD4165

Finger Paints ColorsFinger Paints Colors
This finger paint set, for ages 3 and up, contains 
6 vibrant colors, catering to a desire of different 
shades. In adition, it comes with an easy-to-squeeze 
tubes. Jus flip open de cover, squeeze out some 
pigments and enjoy endless painting with your 
fingers!

MD2129

Borax Free ClayBorax Free Clay
With strictly selected borax free materials, this clay 
is safe and odorless. It also has the advantages 
of good stretchability and plasticity, moderate 
hardness and no tackiness. It includes 24 color pots, 
5 modelling tools and a practical model guide.

+3

+3



MD3051

Crazy Circus PuzzleCrazy Circus Puzzle
Stack all the characters wherever you 
want, facing any direction, to create the 
craziest characters pyramids! Develop 
fine motor skills and encourage creativity. 
Packaging: Ø24 x 5,5 cm. Pieces: 18.

+3

MD2032

Memory Game AnimalMemory Game Animal
A fabulous cardboard memory game, for one or 
more players. Mix and place all the pieces face 
downwards. The first player turns over at random  
2 cards, if the 2 cards match, keep them, if they 
don´t match, turn them back over. The second 
player performs the same exercise and so on. 
Remember what was on each card and were 
it was. The winner of the game is the player who 
gets the most pairs of pieces. 36 letters, 18 pairs of 
drawings. Packaging: 21,5 x 21,5 x 5 cm.
Pieces: 36.

+3



MD1044

Mosaic Geometric PatternMosaic Geometric Pattern
A creative game to develop the imagination and 
creativity of children. You can also use the templates 
with drawings to make mosaics, people, buildings, 
vehicles and much more. It contains 10 double-sided 
templates with 20 designs, wooden base to place 
the templates and 150 pieces of different shapes and 
colors. Packaging: 21,5 x 21,5 x 5 cm. Pieces: 150.

+3

MD1002

Pattern BlocksPattern Blocks
A classic math and manipulative learning 
activity. Great for spatial awareness and 
color recognition. Encourages hand-eye 
coordination and problem solving. Bucket 
of 250 wooden pieces.
Packaging: Ø17,8 x 18 cm. Pieces: 250.

+3

MD4145

Geometric Felt Puzzle  Geometric Felt Puzzle  
Create geometric shapes with felt on the double-sided board or reproduce the 
drawings from the templates, with 3 different difficulty levels, to develop logical thinking 
and imagination. Contains 120 example cards, 1 board and 157 geometric felt pieces. 
Packaging: 25 x 25 x 5 cm.

+3



MD1082

Colorful Block BuddiesColorful Block Buddies
Children will test their visual and logical skills, with the colorful wooden 
shapes of this game, creating their own designs with their imagination 
or following the drawings of the guide cards. The game includes 
21 wooden shapes and 20 guide cards with 40 designs. There are 4 
difficulty levels, 12 easy level drawings, 12 medium level drawings, 8 
complex drawings and 8 difficult level drawings. 
Packaging: 23,6 x 11 x 3,8 cm.

MD1135

Colorful TangramColorful Tangram
Tangram is an ancient game of intelligence. This set features 7 
beautiful wooden pieces and 50 game cards with 100 layouts. 
A very good activity to develop kids color & visual recognition, 
problem solving, logical thinking, imagination and creativity as 
well as concentration

+6
+6

City Blocks    City Blocks    
City blocks are made of natural and harmless wood, suitable for children over 3. 
With a smooth and soft surface, it can ensure that children won’t be hurt by burrs. 
Children can use the wooden blocks to build boats, houses, helicopters, castles, 
and anyhing else they can imagine, When they improve their construction 
sklls, they can try to create more interesting buildings! Besides, city blocks can 
exercise children’s imagination and shape recognition, and improve hand-eye 
coordination and sorting abilty. 
Pieces size: 11,7 x 2,35 x 0,78 cm. 
Packaging: 25 x 24,5 x 4,5 cm. 

+4

MD1115

Warm Color Warm Color 

MD1116

Cool Color Cool Color Instructions Instructions



MD3057

Domino Domino 
Puzzle TrafficPuzzle Traffic
Two-sided domino game. 
In one side, we will play to 
match the two parts of the 
illustrations. In the other side, 
there is a classic domino 
game with drawings. From 2 
to 4 players and 24 pieces. 
Includes a game guide.
Packaging: 21,5 x 21,5 x 5 cm. 
Pieces: 24.

+3

MD3044

Domino Puzzle Domino Puzzle 
Zoo PalsZoo Pals
Two-sided domino game. In one 
side, we will play to match the 
two parts of the illustrations. In the 
other side, there is a classic domino 
game with drawings. From 2 to 4 
players and 24 pieces. Includes a 
game guide.
Packaging: 21,5 x 21,5 x 5 cm. 
Pieces: 24.

+3

MD3023

Dream Factory Dream Factory 
PuzzlePuzzle
An amazing 50 x 70cm Mideer 
puzzle with movement!. Assemble 
the 35-piece puzzle and pass the 
grid over the conveyor belt of 
the factory and you will see how 
it moves! Awesome and very fun!.
Puzzle size: 50 x 70 cm.
Packaging: 25 x 25 x 5 cm.
Pieces: 35.

+3



MD3030

My First Puzzle My First Puzzle 
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, Story1, 2, 3, 4, 5, Story
Count up the fun with this 15 pieces big 
progressive number puzzle set. Featuring 
5 stories. Learn from small to big. 
Packaging: 25 x 25 x 5 cm. Pieces: 15.

MD3035

Who Am I? PuzzleWho Am I? Puzzle
This set of six double-sided puzzles of 17 x 17 cm, 
of five pieces each, features familiar tools and 
professions. With two difficulty levels. 
Packaging: 21,4 x 21,4 x 5 cm.

MD3038

2 Sided Puzzle Noah’s Ark2 Sided Puzzle Noah’s Ark
24 pieces double-sided puzzle. Mount the noah´s 
ark puzzle or match the funny animals.  Size puzzle: 
40 x 30 cm.  Packaging: 21,4 x 21,4 x 5 cm. 
Pieces: 24.

+2

+3

+3



MD0078

My First Puzzle - AnimalMy First Puzzle - Animal
Great starter puzzles to help children develop 
their fine motor skills. 6 puzzles that represent fun 
animals, which children will easily recognize. 
The set includes 2 puzzles of 3 pieces, 2 puzzles 
of 4 pieces, 1 puzzle of 5 pieces, 1 puzzle of 6 
pieces and a model of each animal as an 
example to follow. The measures of the puzzles 
go from 18cm to 30cm. Manufactured in high 
quality pressed cardboard.
Packaging: 25 x 25 x 5 cm. 
Pieces: 3, 4, 5 y 6 pieces. 

MD0077

My First Puzzle - CarMy First Puzzle - Car
Great beginner puzzles to help children develop 
their fine motor skills. 6 puzzles that represent fun 
vehicles, which children will easily recognize. The 
set includes 2 puzzles of 3 pieces, 2 puzzles of 4 
pieces, 1 puzzle of 5 pieces, 1 puzzle of 6 pieces 
and one model of each vehicle as an example to 
follow. The measures of the puzzles go from 19cm 
to 32cm. Manufactured in high quality pressed 
board.
Packaging: 25 x 25 x 5 cm. Pieces: 3, 4, 5 y 6 pieces.

+2

+2



MD3022

Geometry & Animal PuzzleGeometry & Animal Puzzle
7 Puzzles of lovely illustrated animals with different 
geometric shapes to match. Kids will learn about 
the geometry through play. Develop visual 
sense, sense of grab, hand-eye coordination 
skills, improve dexterity and expand knowledge. 
4 puzzles of 5 pieces and 3 puzzles of 4 pieces. All 
of them include an animal cardboard piece as a 
guide.  Sizes from 20,5cm to 24,5cm. 
Packaging: 25 x 25 x 5 cm. Piezas: 4 y 5 piezas.

+2

MD3012

Mom & Baby PuzzleMom & Baby Puzzle
Great beginner progressive puzzles to help 
children develop their fine motor skills. 6 puzzles 
depicting fun farm animals, which children will 
easily recognize. The set includes 2 puzzles of 4 
pieces, 2 puzzles of 5 pieces, 1 puzzle of 6 pieces, 
1 puzzle of 7 pieces and one model of each farm 
animal, as an example to follow. The measures of 
the puzzles go from 16cm to 32cm. Manufactured 
in high quality pressed board. 
Packaging: 25 x 25 x 5 cm. Piezas: 3, 4, 5 y 6 piezas.

+2

MD3069

My First Puzzle My First Puzzle 
Garden AnimalGarden Animal
6 progressive puzzles with 
illustrations of animals. It 
contains 26 pieces in total 
and one model of each as 
an example to follow. Two 
puzzles of 3-pieces, one of 
4, two of 5 and one of 6. 
Packaging: 25 x 25 x 5 cm.

+2



MD2116

ProfessionsProfessions

MD2122

How It’s MadeHow It’s Made

MD2124

Fun With ColorsFun With Colors

MD2145

OppositesOpposites

+18 
m

+18 
m

+18 
m

+18 
m

Matching PuzzlesMatching Puzzles
This matching set of puzzles are designed specifically for children 18 months or older. Each puzzle 
comes with 3 themed pieces for toddlers to match and learn about how things are mate. The 
matching activities promote the development of observation, logical thinking and sense of order. Here 
we match different objects with professions. English text.



MD3016 

Beginner Seasons PuzzleBeginner Seasons Puzzle
4 progressive puzzles in a nice gift pack with 
lovely seasons illustrations: Spring, Summer, 
Fall and Winter. 12-16-24 and 32 pieces. 
Measures of the puzzles 27.5cm x 27.5cm.
Packaging: 35 x 29,8 x 5,6 cm. 

MD3017 

Beginner Lively Bazaar Beginner Lively Bazaar 
PuzzlePuzzle
4 progressive puzzle in a nice gift pack with 
lovely house neighbourhood illustrations. 12-
16-24 and 32 pieces. Measures of the puzzles: 
Cake shop 20x18cm, Little House 24x21cm, 
Family Home 25x28cm and Mansion 40x24cm.  
Packaging: 35 x 29,8 x 5,6 cm.

+3

+3

MD3025 

Beginner Traffic PuzzleBeginner Traffic Puzzle
Gift pack that includes 4 progressive puzzles 
with illustrations of different vehicles. 
Packaging: 35 x 29,8 x 5,6 cm.  
Pieces: 12-16-24 y 32 pieces.

+3



MD3163

MuseumMuseum
MD3164

AnimalsAnimals

MD3165

CityCity

MD3199

Fairy TalesFairy Tales

MD3166

Four SeasonsFour Seasons

+4

+4
+4

+4

+3

4 In 1 Puzzle Set4 In 1 Puzzle Set
This puzzle set, for ages 4 and 
up, contains four progressive 
beautifully illustrated puzzles with 
less to more pieces, 54, 70, 88 and 
117 pieces. From easy to more 
difficult, which helps to promote 
the hand-eye coordination and 
observation skills.



MD3096

Secret Puzzle ForestSecret Puzzle Forest
Rebuild the 35 pieces puzzle and discover all the secrets of the forest, hidden 
in the scene, using the googles with special lenses! A fun puzzle and game 
which stimulates the attention and curiosity of the children. Made of high 
quality cardboard. Size of pieces 8-12cm.  Size puzzle: 60 x 40 cm.
 Packaging: 25 x 25 x 5 cm. Piezas: 35. 

MD3097

Secret Puzzle OceanSecret Puzzle Ocean
Rebuild the 35 pieces puzzle and discover all the secrets of the ocean, 
hidden in the water using the underwater googles with special lenses! A fun 
puzzle and game which stimulates the attention and curiosity of the children. 
Made of high quality cardboard. Size of pieces 8-12cm. 
Size puzzle: 60 x 40 cm.

+3

+3



 

Detective Detective 

Rebuild the 42 pcs puzzle and try to find all the 
items in the frame. Use the wooden magnifying 
glass you will find in the box! An original puzzle 
that encourages attention and curiosity. Made of 
quality cardboard. Puzzle size: 70 x 52 cm.
Packaging: 25 x 25 x 5 cm. Pieces: 42.

+3

MD3007 In SpaceIn Space

MD3008 In RoomIn Room 



MD3020

My Time My Time 
Travel PuzzleTravel Puzzle
50cm diameter giant puzzle featuring a nice clock with lovely illustrations. Learn about the time, 
the hours, the minutes and also count the animals and match according with the numbers of 
the clock with this amazing 25 big pieces puzzle. Puzzle size: Ø50 cm. 
Packaging: 25 x 25 x 5 cm. Pieces: 25.

+3

Giant progressive puzzles. Includes panoramic scene.   
Size of the assembled puzzle 100 cm x 22 cm. Size: 38 x 16 x 5 cm. 
Pieces: 28.

+3

MD3043 My Traffic PuzzleMy Traffic Puzzle

MD3033 My Jungle PuzzleMy Jungle Puzzle

MD3034 My Ocean PuzzleMy Ocean Puzzle



MD3156

Magical CastleMagical Castle
144 pieces irregular-shaped puzzle, great for 
children ages 4 and up. Playing with this brightly 
colored puzzle will help to improve the patience and 
resilience. It features irregular shape and medieval-
themed illustrations. The package includes an 
illustration guide and a 30 ml bottle of puzzle glue. 

MD3157

Pirates At SeaPirates At Sea
142 pieces irregular-shaped puzzle, great for chil-
dren ages 4 and up. Playing with this brightly co-
lored puzzle will help to improve the patience and 
resilience. It features irregular shape and pirate 
boat-themed illustrations. The package includes an 
illustration guide and a 30 ml bottle of puzzle glue. 

MD3170

Space RocketSpace Rocket
230 pieces irregular-shaped puzzle, great for 
children ages 6 and up. Playing with this brightly 
colored puzzle will help to improve the patience 
and resilience. It features irregular shape and 
space-themed illustrations. The package includes 
an illustration guide and a 30 ml bottle of puzzle 
glue. 

+4 +4

+6



MD3204

Children Of The WorldChildren Of The World
84 pieces

MD3180

The Tree Of LiveThe Tree Of Live
84 pieces

MD3177

Holiday In ParisHoliday In Paris
150 pieces

MD3193

The Mole And His NeighborsThe Mole And His Neighbors
108 pieces

+3 +3

+4+3



MD3026

Puzzle Puzzle 
Dinosaur AgeDinosaur Age
104 pieces puzzle, representing 
the dinosaur era. Measures 
of the puzzle: 39.5 x 70 cm. 
Includes an illustrated guide 
of the scene. Packed in a nice 
briefcase. 
Packaging: 21,5 x 21,5 x 8 cm. 
Pieces: 104.

MD3078

Puzzle GaragePuzzle Garage
104 pieces with illustrations 
of funny animals repairing 
vehicles. A very animal mega 
workshop! It includes guide. 
Size of the assembled puzzle: 
70cm x 40cm. 
Packaging: 21,7 x 21,7 x 8 cm.
Pieces: 104. 

MD3027

Our World Floor Our World Floor 
PuzzlePuzzle
100 pieces world map puzzle. 
Size of the puzzle 87cm x 46cm. 
Includes a guide. 
Packaging: 21,5 x 21,5 x 8 cm.
Pieces: 100. 

MD3028

Sleeping Beauty Sleeping Beauty 
PuzzlePuzzle
104 pieces stor ies  and 
princesses puzzle. Size of 
the assembled puzzle 70cm 
x 40cm. Includes a guide. 
Packaging: 21,5 x 21,5 x 8 cm. 
Pieces: 104.

+3

+3
+3

+4



MD3098

Tales Parade Puzzle   Tales Parade Puzzle   
104 pieces tales parade puzzle. 
Size of the assembled puzzle 
70cm x 40cm. Measure of the 
piece: 7 x 5 cm. Includes a 
guide. 
Packaging: 21,5 x 21,5 x 8 cm.

+3

MD3110

Wonderful Ocean Wonderful Ocean 
Puzzle  Puzzle  
104 piece puzzle wonderful 
ocean. Assembled puzzle size 
70cm x 40cm. Measure of the 
piece 7x5cm. Includes a guide.
Packaging: 21,5 x 21,5 x 8 cm.

+3

MD3099

Animals Around The World Animals Around The World 
Puzzle    Puzzle    
There are 150 pieces in the puzzle. Animals are in 
every corner of the world. In the cold Antarctic, 
there are penguins, whales and other animals.
They can resist the cold and live in the snow and 
ice happily. Antelopes and zebras like running on 
the prairie.Tigers, brown bears and pythons live in 
the rainforest. In the ocean, dolphins, seahorses 
and turtles swim freely.In this puzzle, children can 
learn more knowledge about animal behaviour 
and geological types. Assembled puzzle size 
Ø52,8 cm. Packaging: Ø22 x 12,2 cm.

+5



MD3075

A Day in the A Day in the 
Forest PuzzleForest Puzzle
Nice 150 pieces puzzle with 
illustrations of a day and a 
night in the forest. It includes 
a guide. 52 cm diameter size. 
Packaging: Ø22 x 12,2 cm. 
Pieces: 150. 

CT7015

Wandering Wandering 
Through The Through The 
Space PuzzleSpace Puzzle
Nice puzzle of 150 pieces 
with illustrations of the 
solar system. It includes a 
guide. 52 cm diameter size.
Packaging: Ø20 x 10 cm. 
Pieces: 150. 

+5

+5



Creative Puzzle Creative Puzzle 
Creative 100-piece puzzle with a beautiful 
illustration of Alison Jay. Assembled puzzle 
measures 28 x 37.5 cm. Measurements of the 
pieces from 4 to 6.5 cm. Includes a postcard 
guide of the drawing. 
Packaging: 14,5 x 4 x 22 cm.

+4

+4

MD3121 A Bee in a BonnetA Bee in a Bonnet

MD3122 Acorn SquirrelsAcorn Squirrels



+4

+4

MD3123 Cloud BerriesCloud Berries

MD3124 Peach ParadisePeach Paradise



MD3083

Large Animal - Shaped Puzzle Dinosaur World  Large Animal - Shaped Puzzle Dinosaur World  
280 piece jigsaw puzzle in the shape of a dinosaur. Nice illustration of a 
jungle with dinosaurs. Measures of the assembled puzzle 65 x 48 cm. 
Size of the piece 2.5 x 3.6 cm. Includes a guide. Packaging: 31 x 23 x 5 cm.

MD3084

Large Animal - Shaped Puzzle  Elephant Dream  Large Animal - Shaped Puzzle  Elephant Dream  
280 piece puzzle in the shape of an elephant. Nice illustration of a jungle with 
animals in the dark of the night. Assembled puzzle measures 56 x 40 cm. 
Piece size 3 x 4 cm. Includes a guide. Packaging: 31 x 23 x 5 cm.

+5 +5



MD3178

Metropolis Metropolis 
352 pieces

MD3132

My Dream  My Dream  
300 pieces

MD3203

Bazar And Dragon Knight Bazar And Dragon Knight 
364 pieces

+6

+6

+6



MD3125

Forest Carnival  Forest Carnival  
528 piece puzzle with a funny illustration of 
animals at a dinner party! Assembled puzzle 
measures 76.2 x 33.8 cm. Piece measures 2.3 x 
3.4 cm. Includes a guide.
Packaging: 21 x 16,5 x 9 cm.

MD3126

Captain Bear’s Costume Party  Captain Bear’s Costume Party  
500 piece puzzle with a fun illustration of animals 
and children at a costume party! Assembled puzzle 
measures 56.4 x 39.2 cm. Piece measures 2.2 x 3.4 
cm. Includes a guide. Packaging: 21 x 16,5 x 9 cm.

+6

+6



MD3194

Under The OceanUnder The Ocean
500 pieces artist puzzle, for children ages 7 and 
up, is rich and bright in color. Great for improving 
patience and resilience. Its bizarre and informative 
illustrations offer and engaging way to spark 
imagination and promote aesthetic appreciation. 
The package features a gift box and includes 
an illustration guide, a metal pin with one of the 
characters and a 30 ml bottle of puzzle glue.

MD3179

Japanese Monsters  Japanese Monsters  
1000 pieces artist puzzle, for children ages 8 and 
up, is rich and bright in color. Great for improving 
patience and resilience. Its bizarre and informative 
illustrations offer and engaging way to spark 
imagination and promote aesthetic appreciation. 
The package features a gift box and includes 
an illustration guide, a metal pin with one of the 
characters and a 30 ml bottle of puzzle glue.

+7

+8



MD0130

Soap Land   Soap Land   
The scientific toy can make children love washing their hands. 
Children can make soaps by using different pigments and various 
marine life molds. Besides,they can add a few drops of essences, 
so as to make fragrant soaps. Share the soap after completing it! 
Includes 4 different molds, soap base, 3 essences, measure plastic 
glass and rope laces. Packaging: 25 x 25 x 6 cm. 

+6

MD6039

Insect BoxInsect Box
Awesome and fun way to educate your children 
on how these critters are important for our 
environment and why we shouldn’t hurt them. This 
is a new and exciting way for children to become 
active exploreres in their garden, park or beach. 
Includes insect box, magnifier, tweezers and insect 
stickers. Size: 16,2 x 9.5 x 12,5 cm. 
Packaging: 18,5 x 11,5 x 16,5 cm.

+6

Instructions



Liquid Kaleidoscope   Liquid Kaleidoscope   
The exquisite llustrationis made for this glitter wand kaleidoscope, which improve the aesthetic ability in kids 
through daily play, Trying to turn or pull up and down the glitter wand, you will find surprise! 
Size: Ø 2,5 x 15 cm. Packaging: 5 x 4 x 18 cm. 

+3

MD0103

Beauty and the Beast Beauty and the Beast 

MD0085

Rotating CircusRotating Circus
Two wooden rotating spins to decorate with 
the cardboard sets included or do yor own 
designs personalized. Include 8 decorated 
sets and 4 to personalize. To play the game 
of the spin fight, rotate the 2 spins on the 
yellow lid area, included in the front of the 
box. The first spin to fall down will loose the 
game! Packaging: 19,5 x 19,5 x 5,5 cm.

+3


